Devin found his brother and sister in the backyard. “Mom wants us to help make cookies,” he said.

“Yum!” said Oliver.

“Let’s go!” said Ruby.

They rushed into the kitchen.

“What kind of cookies are we going to make, Mom?” Devin asked.

“What kind would you like to make?” asked Mom.

“Peanut butter,” Devin said.

“No,” Oliver said. “Oatmeal.”

Ruby shook her head. “Chocolate chip.”

“Hmm,” Mom said. “We don’t have time to make three kinds of cookies this afternoon. You three need to agree on one cookie. I’ll come back in a few minutes.”

Devin, Oliver, and Ruby sat at the kitchen table. Soon they had an agreement.

“We’re ready, Mom,” Devin called.

Mom came back into the room. “What did you choose?”

“Peanut butter,” Devin said.

“And oatmeal,” Oliver said.

“And chocolate chip,” Ruby added.

“But that’s still three kinds of cookies,” Mom said.

Devin, Oliver, and Ruby giggled.

“No it’s not,” Oliver said.
“It’s one cookie with peanut butter, oatmeal, and chocolate chips!” Ruby said.

Mom smiled. “Wow! That’s a great solution.”

Mom handed Devin two cookbooks. “I think there will be a recipe in one of those. Oliver and Ruby, please get out pot holders and cookie sheets. I’ll get out mixing bowls and measuring cups.”

“I found a recipe!” Devin shouted a minute later.

“Great,” Mom said. She looked at the recipe, then turned on the oven.

“Now we’ll collect all the ingredients,” Mom said.

Together, they collected flour, sugar, eggs, peanut butter, oatmeal, chocolate chips, and more.
1. Why did Mom leave the kitchen for a few minutes?

__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

2. Which of the following best describes how Devin, Oliver, and Ruby decided what cookie to make?

   a. They compromised.
   b. They argued.
   c. They voted.
   d. The oldest got to pick.

3. Who found the recipe to use for the cookies?

__________________________________________________________________________

4. In the story, the family got out ingredients for the cookies. What ingredient is not mentioned in the story?

   a. flour
   b. peanut butter
   c. eggs
   d. salt

5. Who measured the oatmeal?

__________________________________________________________________________
Fill in the missing letters to create words from the story. Then, write the full words on the line. Be sure to spell each word correctly.

1. m ____ s u ____ e d
   clue: gathered a certain amount of something

2. s o ____ t i ____ n
   clue: answer

3. c ____ o ____ b o ____ k s
   clue: places for recipes

4. g ____ g l ____ d
   clue: laughed

5. ____ e c ____ p ____
   clue: steps to make a food or meal

6. i n ____ r e ____ e n ____ s
   clue: foods combined to make another food

7. a g ____ e ____ m ____ n ____
   clue: a situation when people come to the same decision
In the story “Cookie Agreement,” Devin, Oliver, and Ruby disagreed about what kind of cookies to make. They came up with a solution that included parts of what each of them wanted.

Write about a time when you disagreed with a friend or sibling. How did you come to an agreement? What was the solution?

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
1. Why did Mom leave the kitchen for a few minutes?

__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

2. Which of the following best describes how Devin, Oliver, and Ruby decided what cookie to make?

a. They compromised.
b. They argued.
c. They voted.
d. The oldest got to pick.

3. Who found the recipe to use for the cookies?

__________________________________________________________________________

4. In the story, the family got out ingredients for the cookies. What ingredient is not mentioned in the story?

a. flour  
b. peanut butter  
c. eggs  
d. salt

5. Who measured the oatmeal?

__________ measured the oatmeal.

   Oliver measured the oatmeal.
1. measured
2. solution
3. cookbooks
4. giggled
5. recipe
6. ingredients
7. agreement

clue: foods combined to make another food

clue: a situation when people come to the same decision